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Abstract. The static structure factor of liquid alkali metals

near freezing, and i t s dependence on temperature and pressure,

are evaluated in an electron-ion plasma model from an accurate

theoretical determination of the structure factor of the one-

component classical plasma and electron-screening theory. Very

good agreement is obtained with the available experimental data.
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Pseudopotential calculations of the static structure factor

S(k) of simple liquid metals involve the construction of an

effective ion-ion potential through linear screening of each

bare ion by a homogeneous electron gas. The basic assumption

made at this step of the theory is that the bare electron-ion

coupling is weak and the screening clouds of different ions do

not interfere with each other. To the extent that this assumption

ig true, the final result ought to be equivalent to that of an

electron-ion plasma (EIP) approach, in which the structure of

the liquid metal is directly obtained from the structure of a

bare ionic plasma linearly screened by a homogeneous electron
1 2

gas. That is, '

SIM - s>y'm-.swS>>] ^
where S0(k) is the structure factor of a one-component classical

plasma on a rigid neutralizing background (OCP) and

lWl, » w M u c ^ r 4 . ^ ( 2 )

is given by the standard expression for the contribution of

electronic screening to the effective ion-ion potential. Here

n is the particle density, v(k) ia the bare electron-ion

paeudopotential, and fc{k) ia the dielectric function of the

electron gas.

An EIP approach may in practice te justified for liquid

alkali metals, where the distribution of conduction electrons

is substantially constant over most of the atomic sphere and

the non-Coulomtic terms in the direct ion-ion interaction can

be neglected. However eqn (l), in spite of its simplicity,

cannot be immediately tested against experimental facts . We

can clearly rely for the evaluation of c (k) on established
s

results of pseudopotential ti; or-j and electron-correlations

theory, but the information c: S0(k) which is available through

computer simulation experimer. .: ' is too sparse for the purpose

at hand. The crucial step for >. viable theory of S{k) bnsed on

eqn (l) thus is the development of an accurate theory for the

structure of the OCP.

We have been helped in t.'.is task by the fact that the OCP

at densities and temperatures appropriate to alkali metals near

freezing is in a strong coupling regime. Short range correlations

between the ions can then be approximately treated by endowing

each point-like particle of the plasma with an effective hard

core diameter a inside which the other particles are not allowed

to penetrate, i.e. by imposing the boundary condition

go(r) = 0 for T £ (3)

The vanishing of the radial distribution function go(r) at r =cr

ensures that the virlal theorem for the OCP is satisfied, and

is used! to determine the value of a" . Long range correlations

between the ions are accounted for by the usual Debye-Htlckel

expression for the direct correlation function co(r) at large

distance, and the theory can be made thermodynamically consistent

(in the sense of satisfying the 'compressibility sum rule' for

Coulomb systems ) by allowing for an additional, rapidly

decaying contribution to co(r) outside the core . We thus write

A -• for (4)

where A and d are empirical parameters to be determined from

the condition of thermodynamie consistency and from the internal

energy of the OCP as obtained from computer simulation work.
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Our choice of a Yukawa form for the intermediate-range

correlations in eqn (4) is motivated by the fact that an 'exact1

analytic solution can still be found for the Ornstein-Zernike

integral equation relating go(r) and co(r). The solution is

achieved by the factorization method introduced by Baxter ,

where we write in Fourier transform

and find that the factor correlation function Q(r), defined by

Q U O - I - Yildr e" <%{.'), (6)

has the form

-At (7)

where 7 (x) is the He.-viside step function. The analysis of

the OnK'.tein-Zerruke equation provides also a set of algebraic

eauations for the determination of the four coefficients in

eon (7). ''he ouality of the results for the structure factor

of the •tronfly coupled OCP (at f = 140, where f = e /(akJF)

with a (4iin/3)~ is the usu-^1 plasma parameter of the OCP)

is illustrated in fig. 1 by comparison with computer simulation

data of Hansen . The hi-̂ h accuracy of our results hinges on the

~onditi ir, of herrodyn-unic consistency: the MSA scheme of

Gillan , Ô'-r'-srjorKiin-r- to A = 0 in eqn (4), is not efficiently

accurate or -nr ourpo;:es. It 1:; '-'iso ivortant for •••.•hat follows

to notice- fix; ic:tly t •..-. t JQ(k} re-ains in cur tr/or? a. function

only of k-r --••. : !' .

Fi 11 r re- orts Vr.e results that •-e obtain for the static

struct".-. .•= :'""C or of 1-' ;id aodi •. near freezing fro eqn (1)

and these accurate theoretical values of 50(k). The very good

agreement with the X-ray diffraction data of Greenfield e£ al

(similar agreement is found for liquid potassium) depends on

the following assumptions that we have made in the evaluation

of eqn (1):

(i) we have chosen the appropriate value of the plasma

parameter as 1 = 155, i.e. the value at which the computer
4.

simulation work indicates that the OCP is freezing;

(ii) we have adopted the Ashcroft form for the pseudopo-

tential v(k), determining the Ashcroft core radius r froi.n the

measured isothermal compressibility of the linuid metal 1,hroû b
2

the Ornstein—Zernike relation and cutting v(k) to zero ffter

its first node;

(iii) we have adopted the self-consistent dielectric function
12

of Vashishta and Singwi for the electron gas. Assumptions (i)

and (ii)t in particular, are clearly empirical in nature. They

appear to account for non-locality effects in the pseudopoten-
tial and for non-linear effects in the electron-ion interaction,

14suggested both by theory prid by experimental data which

highlight the role of the cciduction electrons in the melting

of sodium .

A crucial test of the l.P approach can now be Iven by

examining the predicted dep> denee of ;->(k) on the . :.• r•lodyrv. L.

state of the liquid metal. a c<> '.oariGon:; of the j.ncory -.viLri

the data of Greenfield et al on the i,e:r:per-.ture dcvindrnc;

of 3(k) for sodium and with -.••.'• drita of R;:elnlaff e_L -li o n

pressure dependence of ;j(k) or rubidium ire ronorr.fd < n !'i.-'n.

3 and 4, respectively. With -egard to the latt.^r, u: \<-\rLicul-ir,

the present theory agrees n- urall.y with I,he ^xp'T 1: vtr xl

observation , so far unexp vined by tneory, hat. . .'-I-IM •:



S(k) due to a pressure of 420 atm is mainly accounted for by

the uniform compression of the average interatomic separation.

Indeed, the main effect of pressure in our calculation is a

rescaling of the wave number k in S0(k), while all the other

effects (due to changes in F etc.) are smaller by an order of

magnitude.

In summary, the results that we have presented show that

an electron-ion plasma model, with some empirical adjustments,

yields a good account of the structure of liquid alkali

metals near freezing. A more complete presentation of the

theory and its results, and applications to the calculation

of electronic transport properties and to alloys, will be given

elsewhere.
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Figure captions

gifi. 1. The structure factor S0(k) of the OOP at T = 140 versus

kaf where a is the radius of the ionic sphere. The vertical scale

at low wavenumber has been enlarged by a factor 10. The dots are

the computer simulation results of Hansen .

fig« 2 - The structure factor S(k) of sodium at T = 100°C versus

wavenumber k in A~ , compared with the X-ray diffraction data of

Greenfield et, al (dots). The vertical scale at low k has been

enlarged by a factor 10. The relevant values of the parameters

entering the calculation are f= 155 (leading to«= 1.430 a) and

r c = 0.964 A.

Pig» 3« Temperature derivative 'bsfkjTj/ST at constant pressure

for sodium versus k in A" , compared with the X-ray diffraction

data of Greenfield at al1 0(aots). The derivative is evaluated as

the ratio of finite differences, [s(k;T2) - S(k;T )7/(T - T )

with Tx = 100«C and T2 = 200°G. The relevant values of the para-

meters at 200OC are T= lSsSj^YI = 122 (<j = 1.402 a) and

r = 0.961 A. T l * W

c
piK* 4. Pressure derivative nk T^S(k;P)/>P at constant temperature

0 1

T = 60°C for rubidium versus k in A" , compared with the neutron

diffraction data of £gelstaff et al16(dots). The derivative i s

calculated as —-Li-? = nKLTstltj'Vj)-5(,k;i^/(vi,l where K is the

isothermal compressibility and ru f n are the particle densities

at 1 atm and at 420 atm. The relevant values of the parameters

are T= 145 (<r= 1:423 a) and r c = 1^343 A at atmospheric pressure,

and f= 145(n 2 /n | 1 ' 3 = 146 (<r = 1U24 a) and r = 1^343 A at 420
atm.
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